STATE OF NEW
N
HAM
MPSHIRE
SUPRE
EME COUR
RT
2012 TERM
________
__________
___________
__________
___
IN THE MATTER OF:
overnment Center,
C
Inc., et
e al
Local Go
________
__________
___________
__________
___

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case Noo: ______________

MOTIO
ON FOR ST
TAY PEND
DING APPE
EAL
Local
L
Govern
nment Centeer, Inc. and its affiliatedd entities (coollectively ““LGC”), purrsuant
to RSA 5-B:4-a,VIII
5
, RSA 541:1
18, and N.H.. Sup. Ct. R.. 7-A, respecctfully movee for a stay oof the
August 16,
1 2012 Fin
nal Order of
o Presiding Officer Doonald E. Mittchell (the ““Order”) annd the
September 24, 2012
2 Order Deenying Motiions for Reeconsideratioon, in the matter of L
Local
ment Center, Inc., et al, Case No. 2011000036
2
6 before the New Hamppshire Bureau of
Governm
Securities.1
I.

In
ntroduction
n: A Case off Firsts.
This
T is a casee of firsts. It
I is the firstt enforcemennt action under RSA 5-B
B pursued bby the

New Ham
mpshire Burreau of Secu
urities Regulaation (the “B
Bureau”), whhich only gaained authorrity to
investigaate and enforce RSA 5-B
B in 2010. The adjudiicatory heariing was the first of its kind.
The interrpretations of
o RSA 5-B reached by the Presidinng Officer aare issues off first impresssion.
The case also, for thee first time, examines th
he power of a hearing offficer to imppose requirem
ments
and remeedies on a pooled
p
risk management
m
t program unnder RSA 5-B, questionns of due process
and fair notice und
der the statte and fedeeral constituutions, and questions surroundingg the

1

Pursuan
nt to New Haampshire Sup
preme Court Rule
R
7-A, atttached to this Motion at Appendix 1-3, are
LGC’s Motion to Staay the Presidiing Officer’s Final Order, Presiding Offficer Mitchelll’s Order Deenying
a Stay, and
a Presiding
g Officer Mitcchell’s Final Order.
O
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constitutiionality of a fundamenttally unfair compensatio
c
on scheme aagreed to byy the Secretaary of
State and
d the Presidin
ng Officer.
While
W
this Co
ourt examines the Presid
ding Officerr’s novel intterpretation of RSA 5-B
B, and
considerss LGC’s con
nstitutional and other leegal argumeents challengging his deccision, the O
Order
should be
b stayed. LGC
L
and itts members will suffer irreparable harm if thee Order is ggiven
immediatte effect; thee harm to LGC
L
and its members ouutweighs thee public inteerest in enfoorcing
the Ordeer for the lim
mited duratio
on of the appeal; and LG
GC is likelyy to prevail on its argum
ments
that the Order
O
should
d be vacated in whole or in part.
II.

: Enforcement of the Order
Background
B
O
Durin
ng LGC’s A
Appeal Will Require a
Radical
R
Resttructuring of
o LGC’s Op
perations, U
Unnecessariily.
On
O Septembeer 2, 2011, the Secretaary of State issued a N
Notice of Orrder granting the

Bureau’ss Staff Petitiion. The Bureau
B
amen
nded its Staaff Petition oon Februaryy 17, 2012. The
Amended
d Petition alleged
a
thatt LGC’s meethod of caalculating reeserves, whhich it had been
following
g for a deccade, was improper, an
nd its reserrve levels eexcessive; thhat its corpporate
structure, first put in
n place in 20
003, violated
d RSA 5-B:55 because onne board of ddirectors andd one
set of by
ylaws govern
ned more thaan one risk pool; and thhat LGC (annd, apparentlly, the entiree risk
pool indu
ustry) had viiolated the New
N Hampsh
hire securitiees laws. An evidentiary hearing wass held
over two
o weeks in April
A
and May
M of 2012
2. The Pressiding Officcer issued his Order in midAugust. The Order found for th
he Bureau on
n the issues of the calcuulation of reeserves, corpporate
structure, and other questions
q
co
oncerning th
he interpretattion of RSA
A 5-B, but foound for LG
GC on
the securrities law issu
ues.
LGC
L
moves for
f a stay beecause the Orrder requiress it to radicaally restructuure its busineess in
ways thaat will be ex
xtraordinarilly difficult to
t undo if, and when, LGC prevaiils on its apppeal.
Among its
i 21 distin
nct comman
nds, the Ord
der: (1) direects LGC too reorganizee its pooledd risk

2
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managem
ment program
ms within 90
0 days or losse its exempption from state insurance laws andd state
taxation; (2) mandaates the disttribution of LGC’s reall estate subbsidiary withhin 90 dayss; (3)
ng, rather th
han a floor, on
o the amounnt of reservees held by HeealthTrust foor the
imposes a fixed ceilin
benefit of 75,000 cov
vered lives; (4) compels LGC to devvelop plans ffor the returrn of $33,2000,000
to memb
bers of the HealthTrust
H
risk
r pool and $3.1 milliion to membbers of the P
Property-Liaability
Trust risk
k pool; (5) reequires the Property-Lia
P
ability Trust risk pool to incur debt iin a multi-m
million
dollar am
mount, and to transfer $17.1 milliion to the H
HealthTrust risk pool; and (6) reqquires
HealthTrrust to immediately exp
pend million
ns to purchaase reinsuraance, in spitte of its Booard’s
reasonable determination to purrsue an alternate, less eexpensive w
way of insurring against risk.
LGC beliieves each and
a every onee of these elements of thhe Order is inn error.
On
O Septembeer 14, 2012, LGC filed a Motion foor Reconsideeration and a Motion too Stay
the Orderr with the Prresiding Offficer. On Seeptember 24,, 2012, the P
Presiding Offficer deniedd both
motions. Absent a sttay, LGC wiill be requireed inter alia to reorganizze itself in fu
fundamental ways
one of whichh will be reqquired if LG
GC prevails oon its
and execcute transferss of over $53 million, no
appeal.
III.

The
T Order Should
S
Be Sttayed Pendiing the Disp
position of L
LGC’s Appeeal.
RSA
R
541:18 permits thiss Court to su
uspend an oorder “pendiing the deterrmination off [an]

appeal or
o other procceeding wheenever, in the
t opinion of the courrt, justice m
may require such
suspensio
on.” Justicee requires a stay
s in this case
c
becausee “[m]eaninggful [appellatte] review enntails
having th
he reviewing
g court take a fresh look
k at the deciision of the [Presiding O
Officer] beffore it
becomes irrevocablee.” See Provvidence Jou
urnal Co. v. FBI, 595 F.2d 889, 8900 (1st Cir. 11979)
(imposin
ng stay to preeserve statuss quo); see also
a New Haampshire Miilk Dealers’ Associationn & a.
v. New Hampshire
H
Milk
M Controll Board, 107
7 N.H. 150, 151 (1966)) (granting a conditionall stay
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because “this court is unable to properly assess the merits or the deficiencies of the various
contentions of the parties” until “the case is argued on its merits on the appeal.”).
This Court has determined that stays under RSA 541:18 are appropriate where the
appellant demonstrates that it “will suffer irreparable harm, occasioned by circumstances beyond
his control, if the order is given immediate effect,” and “the harm to the [appellant] outweighs
the public interest in enforcing the order for the duration of the appeal.” Union Fidelity Life Ins.
Co. v. Whaland, Ins. Commissioner, 114 NH 549, 550 (1974). It is also relevant to the stay
inquiry that LGC is likely to prevail on its appeal, as the Order contains numerous errors of
statutory interpretation and deprives LGC of its constitutional rights. In short, as explained
below in more detail, the requirements for a stay are met in this case.
A.

LGC and Its Members Will Suffer Irreparable Harm, Absent a Stay.

If LGC is required to adhere to the numerous requirements of the Order before this Court
has ruled on the merits of its appeal, LGC and its risk pools will be subjected to enormous
disruption and expense, amounting to irreparable harm. The Order directs LGC (inter alia) to
undertake a full-scale corporate restructuring of its risk pool programs; reorganize and distribute
the assets of its real estate subsidiary; adopt a new reserve calculation methodology that is at
odds with the business judgment of LGC’s Board of Directors; return over $53 million2 to its
members; and purchase reinsurance. If LGC were to take these major steps and then prevail on
its appeal, it will have fundamentally changed its corporate structure (to create, fund, and operate
new entities as required by the Presiding Officer); its financial position (including the divestiture
of over $53 million of assets that LGC’s Board of Directors believes should be retained as
2

This figure is derived by adding up the $33,200,000 ordered to be returned to members of the
HealthTrust risk pool by September 1, 2013, the $3.1 million to be returned to members of the PropertyLiability Trust risk pool by September 1, 2013, and the $17.1 Property Liability Trust is to transfer to
HealthTrust, with HealthTrust in turn to return the $17.1 to members by December 31, 2013, if
HealthTrust’s reverses otherwise exceed the low ceiling the Order sets.
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reserves to cover unexpected future claims and losses); its method of setting reserves (a core
discretionary aspect of LGC’s business); and other aspects of its business, for no reason. This
will cause irreparable harm to LGC and its members.
1. The Mandated Corporate Restructuring and Intra-Corporate Transfers Will
Completely Transform LGC – at Great Expense of Time and Money.
It is no simple matter for an entity of LGC’s size and complexity to restructure itself.
Though separate stand-alone corporations exist which can be used for this purpose (Order
Denying Motion to Stay, at ¶ 5), their status is just the first step in the corporate reorganization
process. Reorganizing a $400 million enterprise like LGC will require far more than filing a
form with the Secretary of State; it will require the actual transfer of assets and liabilities
between risk pool entities. If the Presiding Officer’s Order is then reversed on appeal, LGC will
no longer hold legal title to its own assets.
Specifically, the mandated corporate restructuring will require, among other things, the
transfer of the pools to different governing boards of directors, different staffing arrangements,
altered budgets and financial accounting, and new contractual relationships with third-parties.
Everything about how LGC’s pooled risk management programs operate—from who works for
which pool, to how pool employees are paid, to issues of office management and computer
services—will have to be reexamined and reconfigured. Such a reorganization on any timescale
will cause a massive disruption to LGC’s business and its ability to deliver services to its
members; to achieve the reorganization in just 90 days will further exacerbate the disruption.
Yet if LGC fails to comply with this directive, pursuant to the Order it will lose its exemption
from state insurance laws and state taxation, an enormous and irreparable penalty to impose on
LGC and its members.

5
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To require Local Government Center Property-Liability Trust, LLC to “re-pay the $17.1
million subsidy to the Local Government Center HealthTrust risk pool management program”
(Order at 78 ¶13) will impose a liability on a risk pool that received no corresponding benefit, as
the funds in question were transferred to the Workers’ Compensation pool, not the PropertyLiability pool. This aspect of the Order will result in significant increases in premiums for
coverages for Property-Liability pool members (separate from the Workers’ Compensation pool
members, who received the benefit of the transferred funds), and likely will result in
destabilization of the Property-Liability risk pool, causing irreparable harm to members of that
pool and LGC as a whole.
Compliance with the Presiding Officer’s directive concerning Local Government Center
Real Estate, Inc. (Order at 79, ¶15) will force LGC to transfer its ownership interest in a property
valued at more than $10 million. The conveyance may trigger significant real estate transfer tax
liability pursuant to RSA 78-B. If this portion of the Order were then overturned on appeal, and
the transfers reversed, additional tax liability may be triggered.

This will cause further

irreparable harm to LGC and its members.
2. The Change in the Setting of Reserves, and the Consequent Distribution of
Millions of Dollars, Will Deplete LGC’s Ability to Protect its Members, and
Disrupt Political Subdivision Budgeting.
The Presiding Officer suggests that it will be a minor inconvenience if LGC were to
return over $53 million to its members and then prevail on its appeal, because according to him,
the $53 million “may simply be returned as fungible contributions by the recipient political
subdivision members.” Order Denying Motion to Stay, September 24, 2012, at ¶ 5. Contrary to
the Presiding Officer’s belief, it is no simple or easily reversible matter to distribute over $53
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million to dozens of political subdivisions with different memberships, and then subsequently
demand that amount back.
To comply with the Order, LGC will have to distribute the funds to its member political
subdivision. Should LGC then prevail on appeal, LGC will need to sharply increase premiums
to restore its reserves to the level the Board of Directors determined to be prudent – exactly the
lack of predictability LGC’s members dread. Sharply increasing premiums, to rebuild reserves
that had been previously developed over years, will prompt members to leave the pools, further
exacerbating the premium problem, unnecessarily.
Moreover, LGC’s reserves guard against unexpected future claims and losses. Such
claims and losses, by definition, cannot be predicted in advance. But if a contingency of the type
the Board of Directors has prepared for were to come to pass, and LGC lacked sufficient reserves
to deal with it—because it had divested itself of a substantial portion of its reserves to conform to
the dangerously low reserve ceiling set by the Order—LGC will be in the untenable financial
position of not having enough money to cover the claims for which it was responsible. That, too,
will constitute irreparable harm, and will be devastating to the organization and the individuals
who placed their trust in LGC to hold appropriate reserves to cover both anticipated and
unanticipated claims.
3. The Mandated Purchase of Reinsurance Costs Millions – Unnecessarily.
If LGC HealthTrust is required to purchase reinsurance, it will have to pay hundreds of
thousands of dollars in premiums. Moreover, any reinsurance vendor will be subject to the New
Hampshire Vaccine Association assessment (RSA 126-Q) and the New Hampshire Health Plan
assessment (RSA 404-G:2), which will add more than two million dollars in costs (on top of the
actual reinsurance premiums) that will be passed on by the reinsurer to the HealthTrust risk pool.
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If this requirement is then vacated on appeal, HealthTrust will have unnecessarily expended
millions of dollars, an irreparable and unnecessary harm to HealthTrust and its members.
B.

The Harm to LGC and Its Members, Absent a Stay, Outweighs Any Public
Interest in Enforcing the Order While the Appeal Is Pending.

LGC provides vital services to its member municipalities, and it is in the interest of the
member municipalities that LGC retain a stable organizational structure, and its reserves remain
at a stable, predicable level, while this appeal progresses. If LGC is compelled to restructure
itself and to dissipate its assets, and then undo that restructuring, LGC’s ability to provide
services to its member municipalities will be undermined. It is in no one’s interest for LGC to
undergo such changes precipitously.
Nor would the Bureau experience any harm if the Order is stayed. The Bureau’s interest
lies in the proper enforcement of the statute it is charged with administering, not in its rushed
enforcement before this Court has ruled. Until the appellate process has run its course, the
requirements of RSA 5-B, and the authority of the Bureau and the Presiding Officer under RSA
421-B:26-a, remain uncertain. The public has no interest in enforcing a potentially flawed Order
before that uncertainty has been resolved.
RSA 5-B was amended just two years ago to provide the Secretary of State, for the first
time, with authority to investigate violations of RSA 5-B and pursue enforcement actions. The
unusual number of issues of first impression in this appeal provides yet another reason why a
stay is appropriate, so that the first-ever adjudicatory interpretation of the statute does not visit
irreparable harm upon LGC and its members until this Court has completed its review.
To secure a stay, LGC must establish that “the harm to [LGC] outweighs the public
interest in enforcing the order for the duration of the appeal.” Union Fidelity, 114 NH at 550. In
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this case,, the “publicc” that is affeected by the Order is LG
GC’s membeer political ssubdivisions,, who
rely on LGC
L
for risk managemen
nt. Staying the
t Order acttually servess their intereests, as well.
C.
C

LGC Is Likely to
o Prevail on Its Appeal..

As
A LGC has explained in
n greater detaail in its Apppeal by Petittion, LGC iss likely to prrevail
on its app
peal. In partticular, and without
w
limiitation, LGC
C is likely to prevail on iits arguments that
the Presiiding Officeer (1) violatted LGC’s right to faiir notice annd due process by imposing
requirem
ments upon LGC that do not exisst in the sttatute and were neverr establishedd via
rulemaking; (2) violated LGC’s right to due process byy failing to disqualify hhimself wheere he
had a peccuniary interrest in the du
uration and outcome
o
of tthe case; (3)) erred in hiss interpretatiion of
RSA 5-B
B by imposin
ng reserve reequirements and other reequirements found nowhhere in the staatute;
(4) erred in requiring
g annual retu
urn of excesss reserves inn cash wheree the statute is silent as tto the
y which surrplus must be
b returned; (5) erred inn ruling thaat LGC’s coorporate struucture
means by
violated RSA 5-B wh
here the stattute does nott prohibit a ssingle boardd of directorss or set of byylaws
n multiple risk
r
pools; and
a (6) erred
d in holdingg that he coould undo trransfers executed
to govern
before th
he Bureau ob
btained regullatory authorrity in June 2010. The sstrength of L
LGC’s argum
ments
on these and other novel
n
legal isssues decideed by the Preesiding Offiicer for the ffirst time aree laid
out in deetail in that document, and their co
ontent incorrporated herrein. Their content, annd the
likely ressult of the ap
ppeal overturrning the Orrder, further supports LG
GC’s argumeent for a stayy.
IV.

Conclusion:
C
A Stay is Appropriate
A
Under the C
Circumstan
nces.
Iff the Order becomes fin
nal before th
his Court haas ruled on LGC’s appeeal, LGC annd its

memberss will suffer irreparable harm. LGC
C will complletely restruccture the opeeration of its risk
pools, distribute its real
r
estate assets,
a
and sttrip its risk pools of ovver $53 milliion of assetss that
LGC’s Board
B
of Direectors determ
mined are neecessary to ccover unexpeected future claims or loosses.
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In the short term, these significant changes will impact the quality of LGC’s services, and in the
long-term will devastate the structure and operations of LGC’s multiple risk pools.
Upon the completion of the appellate process, the pending questions regarding RSA 5-B
and 421-B:26-a will be resolved. If the questions are answered consistent with the Order, LGC
will promptly comply with its terms. But until that point is reached, and the requirements of the
Order could still be overturned, modified, or reversed, denying a stay and forcing LGC to adhere
to the numerous and far-reaching requirements of the Order will cause irreparable harm to LGC
and its members, while not advancing either the public interest or the interests of justice. The
Order should therefore be stayed until this Court has ruled on LGC’s pending appeal.
WHEREFORE, LGC respectfully requests that this Court:
A.

Stay the Final Order of August 16, 2012 until the appellate process in this case is
completed; and

B.

Grant any other such relief as may be necessary and proper.
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Respectfully submitted,
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER, INC., et al
By Their Attorneys:

Dated: October 15, 2012

By: __ /s/ William C. Saturley ___________
William C. Saturley (NH Bar #2256)
Brian M. Quirk (NH Bar #12526)
PRETI FLAHERTY, PLLP
PO Box 1318
Concord, NH 03302-1318
Tel: 603-410-1500
Fax: 603-410-1501
wsaturley@preti.com
bquirk@preti.com

_/s/ David I. Frydman___________
David I. Frydman (NH Bar # 9314)
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER, INC.
25 Triangle Park Drive
Concord, NH 03301
Tel: (603) 224-7447
Fax: (603) 224-5406
dfrydman@nhlgc.org

_/s/ Michael D. Ramsdell_________
Michael D. Ramsdell (NH Bar #2096)
RAMSDELL LAW FIRM, P.L.L.C.
69 Bay Street
Manchester, NH 03104
Tel: (603) 606-1766
Fax: (603) 669-6574
mramsdell@ramsdelllawfirm.com
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on the 15th day of October, 2012, I filed an original and eight printed copies
of this Motion for Stay Pending Appeal with the New Hampshire Supreme Court, forwarded one
copy of this pleading via U.S. mail e-mail to all counsel of record, forwarded two copies to the
New Hampshire Bureau of Securities Regulation, and forwarded one copy to the New
Hampshire Department of Justice.
______/s/ William C. Saturley__________
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